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Who are we?
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Dr Michael Cohen

• Experienced digital forensic software developer
• Developer of foundation forensic tools including 

Volatility and Rekall
• Former lead developer of Grr Rapid Response at 

Google Inc.

Nick Klein

• Director of Klein & Co. digital forensic and cyber 
response team

• SANS DFIR Certified Instructor
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What’s the challenge?
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Deep visibility of endpoints is a game changer for digital forensic 
investigations, threat hunting and cyber breach response.

Many endpoint monitoring products now exist, but there are few 
powerful tools to truly interrogate and collect historic evidence from 
across a network.

For example, an EDR tool may show network connections, but can it also 
interrogate the Internet history of all users?

We’re building Velociraptor to address these limitations.
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Why Velociraptor?
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Velociraptor is a unique DFIR tool, 
giving you power and flexibility 
through the Velociraptor Query 
Language (VQL)

VQL is used for everything:

– Collecting information from endpoints

– Controlling monitoring and response

– Controlling and managing the server
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Easy server setup
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Deploying clients
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Browse remote computers
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Use Velociraptor artifacts to automate everything

We can collect information about many things in DFIR cases:

• Registry keys, files, WMI queries, Sqlite databases … 

But we often need to answer specific questions:

• What program did the attacker run?
• What files were downloaded?
• What DNS lookups occurred?
• Did a particular file exist on an endpoint?
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Use expert knowledge to find the evidence

A key objective of Velociraptor is encapsulating DFIR knowledge 
into the tool:

• We have high level questions to answer
• We know where to look for evidence of user / system activities

We build artifacts to collect and analyze the evidence
in order to answer our investigative questions.
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Single endpoint collection

1
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Hunting is the collection of artifacts across the network

Any artifact that can be collected on a single computer, can be 
hunted across the network

A hunt can cover a group of clients, or the whole network

A hunt will continue running until it expires, or is stopped

As new machines appear, they automatically join in the hunt
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Network-wide hunts
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Searching for files is a fundamental capability.

Velociraptor provides a powerful File Finder artifact for this.

• Use wildcards to ‘glob’ over directories
• Use Yara to search the contents of files for keywords
• Filter by modified or created dates
• Upload matching files to the server, for further analysis.

The Windows.Search.FileFinder is a great start for many custom 
artifacts - just copy/paste and pre-populate with the right defaults. 

Scenario: Finding files across endpoints
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Scenario: Finding files across endpoints
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Scenario: Hunt for evidence of program execution
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Scenario: Hunt for evidence of program execution
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Scenario: Hunt for an APT group using threat intel
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Scenario: Hunt for an APT group using threat intel
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Scenario: Hunt down “shadow IT”

Dropbox is one common “shadow IT” threat.

It can be accessed through a web browser or an installed program.

Questions we may want to answer from our endpoints:

• Which users have Dropbox accounts?
• Which users have Dropbox installed locally?
• When did they access Dropbox through their web browsers?
• What confidential documents are shared through Dropbox?
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Scenario: Monitor documents on all USB devices
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Scenario: Use of Microsoft SysInternal tools

SysInternal tools are powerful system administration tools which 
are also used by attackers “living off the land”.

Did any SysInternal tools ever run on your endpoint?

For non-administrator accounts, this is very suspicious.

Hint: Sysinternals tools require the user accepting a EULA, which 
leaves an interesting forensic artifact - a Registry key showing the 
user accepted the EULA.

We have an artifact for that too!
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Scenario: Monitor all DNS lookups

DNS lookups are an excellent network signal.

They can reveal C2 activity and help scope the extent of 
compromise across a network by showing all clients attempting to 
connect to known-bad domains.

We can store all DNS lookups from clients, then search this data 
when threat intel reveals C2 and other suspicious DNS names.
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Velociraptor can hunt for whatever
information exists across your endpoints.

So, what do you want to find?
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Watch this space
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Velociraptor is free and open source - download and use it today

Ongoing professional development, plus contributions from the 
DFIR community

Velociraptor is commercially supported through the availability of 
training and professional services
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Development roadmap
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More artefacts – based on investigation and other scenarios

More evidence parsers – for more complete forensic analysis

More monitoring functionality – for real-time event detection

Kernel module – for tighter monitoring integration

Wider OS support – more artefacts for OSX and Linux

User interface – more functionality and workflow.
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Start hunting today!
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Download Velociraptor: github.com/Velocidex/velociraptor

Review the Quick Start documentation

Setup a server and deploy some test agents

Start by hunting for some pre-built artefacts

Then customise some hunts to your own requirements

Contribute back with your feedback and ideas



Thank you.

https://github.com/Velocidex/velociraptor


